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Abstract
This mini review looks at the affective bonds and the cognitive benefits at the basis of the relationship between human beings and Nature,
as a solid starting point for an environmental education program aimed to foster naturalist intelligence. Evidences from studies of years of joint
research in evolutionary biology and environmental psychology fields show a plausible overlapping between the constructs of Biophilia, Nature
fascination and affiliation to life, and the measurable constructs of perceived restorativenesss and connection to Nature. Here we propose a
theoretical model showing the role these constructs may play on the development of naturalist intelligence and eventually on pro-environmental
behavior, i.e. the final aim of environmental education. In addition, a fresh speculation on the biophilic quality of the school environment as a
way to sustain environmental education is proposed. Biophilia, as the evolutionary legacy, and naturalist intelligence, as the potential goal of
education, can be considered the two poles of an environmental education journey where perceived restorativenesss and connection to Nature
play a significant role.
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Abbreviations: BEH: Pro-environmental Behaviour; BQ: Biophilic Quality; BQI: Biophilic Quality Index; CN: Connection to Nature; EC:
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Introduction
According to E.O. Wilson biophilia is “the innately emotional
affiliation of human beings to other living organisms” [1](p. 31).
Wilson suggests that biophilia is a human trait that emerged
following a spiral trajectory over time, typical of gene-culture
coevolution, where “a certain genotype makes a behavioral
response more likely, the response enhances survival and
reproductive fitness, the phenotype consequently spreads
through the population, and the behavioural response grows
more frequent” [p. 33]. Later, Wilson refined the definition
of biophilia, according to which it is “the innate tendency to
focus upon life and lifelike forms and in some instances to
affiliate with them emotionally” [1](p.134, our emphasis).
This definition was an important step forward because on the
one hand, it established a relationship between the Biophilia
Hypothesis [3] and the Attention Restoration Theory [4,5] and
on the other hand, it put biophilia within the more general
perspective concerning Human-Nature1 [6]. Wilson suggested

that biophilia consists of “a complex of learning rules that can be
teased apart and analyzed individually” [1](p.31). To this end,
here the components of biophilia, i.e., “focus upon” and “affiliation”,
are in the first place introduced separately, and then discussed
together in order to highlight their joint contribution in the
development of naturalist intelligence. In addition to that, the
components of biophilia will be shown to easily correspond
to two measurable and popular constructs in environmental
psychology research: perceived restorativeness and connection
to Nature, accomplishing Wilson’s suggestion.

Perceived restorativeness: the “focus upon life”
of biophilia

Why do human beings have an innate tendency “to focus
upon life”? The answer is because of the fascination process [7],
one of the four constructs of the Attention Restoration Theory
[4]. Fascination corresponds to the feature of biophilia2 called

In this paper “Nature” is written with a capital “N” to indicate the biosphere and the abiotic matrices (soil, air, water) where it flourishes and to avoid
confusion with “nature” as the intrinsic quality of a certain creature and/or phenomenon.
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“focus upon” and it exactly is the engagement of the bottomup involuntary effortless attention, which typically occurs in
natural environments [8]. Consistent with Kaplan’s Fascination
Hypothesis [4], eye movement research shows that the distraction
inhibitory mechanism (which takes considerable effort but is
necessary to directed attention to stay focused) is not engaged
during the viewing of Nature scenes, instead, people shift easily
from one feature to another [9]. Basically, when environmental
patterns are fascinating, they contain little if any distraction and
do not seem to require attention at all [10,11]. Accordingly, the
activation of fascination is fundamental to recover from a state
of mental fatigue, deriving exactly from the overuse of directed
effortful attention [4,12]. To generate fascination in the observer
is the most important characteristic, though not the only one3 of
an environment to be perceived as restorative. According to the
Biophilia Hypothesis [1] perceived restorativeness [13], people’s
ability to perceive the restorative value of the environment [14],
could be traced back to our genetic predisposition to recognize
in the natural environment “the” environment that allows a fast
and deep psycho-physiological restoration [15,16]. Over the
course of the past 200,000 years of Homo sapiens’ evolution,
natural selection has strongly shaped our characteristic
features and among other things, humans could have also learnt
that certain environments can aid recovery from attentional
fatigue more than others [17]. It is plausible that to be able to
restore attention in shorter time could have enhanced survival
fitness and it would have conferred an evolutionary advantage
[18] (p.181), [19] (p.104). From this standpoint, perceived
restorativeness, understood as people’s (measurable) ability to
focus upon the environment restorative characteristic, could be
one of the innate learning rules of biophilia [1](p.31).

Connection to Nature: the “affiliation with life” of biophilia

The other feature of biophila called “affiliation” [2] (p.134)
corresponds to the ability to create, in some circumstances, an
emotional bond with life. In this way, “affiliation” could be seen
as equivalent to the more popular (and measurable) construct
“connectedness to Nature” [20], the experiential sense of oneness
with the natural world. In contrast to perceived restorativeness,
which is supposed to be a “state measure” because it varies
in relation to the characteristics of the environment some
literature shows connection to Nature to be a sort of consistent
“trait measure”: actually one feels connected to Nature or not
regardless of where one is [21,22]. In this respect, Berto, Pasini
and Barbiero found that children’s perceived restorativeness
increased during the course of a day experiencing a woodland

environment, whereas their sense of connection to Nature
did not; the authors drew two conclusions from this finding
[23]. First, children’s perceived restorativeness is a relatively
immediate response to an environment, as recently shown also
in Kuo, Browning and Penner’s study where a similar restoration
process was evocatively defined as “refueling students in flight”
[24]. Second, even connection to Nature can vary but it takes
longer time and meaningful experiences with the natural world.
As a matter of fact, significant changes in connection to Nature
can be obtained through frequent and direct exposure to Nature
and a specific education planned to shape naturalist intelligence
[25,26].

Naturalist Intelligence Can Be Nurtured by the Two
Constructs of Biophilia

The affective bonds (connection to Nature) and the
attentional benefits (perceived restorativeness) at the basis of
the relationship between human beings and Nature can be a solid
starting point to foster naturalist intelligence. Howard Gardner
defined naturalist intelligence as the ability “to recognize flora
and fauna, to make other consequential distinctions in the natural
world, and to use this ability productively” [27]. In the first place
the construct was added to the original seven modalities of
intelligence proposed by Gardner [28] and later integrated by
Gardner himself in the Multiple Intelligences Theory [29] . At first,
naturalist intelligence appears easy to encompass but is a quite
complex construct. Although it consists of the ability to process
information and to output environmental knowledge without
including any emotional capacity [30], Gardner admits that in
“exhibiting what Wilson has termed «biophilia», the naturalist
intelligence is comfortable in the world of organisms and may
well possess the talent of caring for, taming, or interacting
subtly with various living creatures” [29] (p.49). The capacity
of “caring for” and “interacting subtly” are manifestations of
the awareness of having an affective and emotional bond with
Nature and correspond to connection to Nature. Basically,
naturalist intelligence feeds connection to Nature which, in turn,
becomes deeper with the development of naturalist intelligence.
At the same time, Gardner realizes that the “biographies of
biologists routinely document an early fascination with plants
and animals”[29]. Although no evidence of a relationship
between perceived restorativeness and naturalist intelligence
is available in literature, biologists’ biographies show that what
they call “early fascination” (here the fundamental component
of perceived restorativeness) is crucial to the development of
naturalist intelligence. Furthermore, sketches of biographies of
famous naturalists – such as, for example, Rachel Carson [31] or

Although biophobic responses are also part of human biophilia ( Ulrich, S.R., Biophilia, Biophobia, and Natural Landscapes. In The Biophilia
Hypothesis. S.R. Kellert & E.O. Wilson (Eds.) Washington, DC: Island Press, 1993, pp. 73-137), in this mini-review only the truly biophilic response will
be considered, that is, the response that comes from a positive relationship with Nature.
2

According to the ART [4] fascination, i.e. effortless-interest driven attention, is actually the main component of a restorative experience but it
is not the only one, there are three other components that are likely to contribute to make an environment restorative: being-away (physical or
psychological distance from everyday routine), extent (settings having scope and coherence that engage the mind and promote exploration),
compatibility (environmental support for intended activities). Natural settings are liberally endowed with all of them and hence assessed as more
restorative and preferred than urban/artificial environments.
3
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E.O. Wilson [32] show that an extensive naturalist intelligence
enhanced their environmental concern which requiring more
naturalist intelligence in return, at the same time motivated their
pro-environmental behaviour. Recently, Berto and Barbiero [33]
proposed a model showing the theoretical correlation between
connection to Nature (CN), Perceived Restorativeness (PR),

Environmental Knowledge (EK), and Environmental Concern
(EC) devised to highlight the role these cognitive and affective
components have on pro-environmental behavior (BEH). Here
we propose a revision of that model see (Figure 1) where EK is
replaced by naturalist intelligence (NI) and PR is also proposed
as a motivator for BEH [34].

Figure 1: Hypothesized model where the two constructs of biophilia: fascination (PR) and affiliation (CN) are put in relation with naturalist
intelligence (NI), environmental concern (EC) and pro-environmental behaviour (BEH). Letters do not represent a temporal sequence, but
only an internal bibliographic reference.

The biophilic quality of the environment to sustain
environmental education
The development of naturalist intelligence in children,
likewise the other forms of intelligence, requires the appropriate
“environment” to be nurtured. Since naturalist intelligence deals
literally with the environment, specifically with the natural one,
it goes without saying that the main role in fostering this type
of intelligence is played by the environment characteristics, in
particular by its biophilic quality. The term biophilic quality (BQ)
was recently introduced [35] and it roughly corresponds to all
those physical, aesthetic and functional characteristics of an
environment that from an evolutionary point of view contribute
to make it “objectively” restorative bypassing an individual’s
assessment of restorativeness. In fact, BQI is centered on all
aspects related to the restorative factors described in the ART
(being away, fascination, extent, compatibility; see footnote 2)
[4]. In a recent study [36] four parks were assigned with two
different levels of BQ4 (low or high) according to the recreational
opportunity they offered (see the recreational opportunity
spectrum - ROS) [37] and the restorative potential of each
setting. For each setting, the relationship between perceived
restorativeness and connection to Nature was verified in
visitors, in parallel with the park biophilic quality. What emerged
was that when the setting was characterized by low BQ (e.g.,
an urban park) and the visitor had a low level of connection
to Nature, the setting was perceived as highly restorative. In
4

this case, the subject perceived only the “coarse” restorative
aspects of the setting, corresponding to those best matching
his/her expectations of the environment. On the contrary, when
the visitor had a high level of connection to Nature, the same
environment characterized by low BQ, was perceived as low
restorative. Only when the setting was characterized by high BQ
(e.g., a natural reserve), the highly connected to Nature subjects
perceived the high restorative potential of the setting. By the
light of these results, here we try to outline how the biophilic
quality can help environmental education to shape naturalist
intelligence in children.
Let’s begin by saying that to teach children acting proenvironmentally, whether locally or globally, is the final aim of
environmental education. Pro-environmental behaviors arise
from children’s ability to perceive or infer information from
the environment and to retain it as knowledge to be applied
(as adaptive behaviors) to face environmental issues. Proenvironmental behavior sounds as a definition of naturalist
intelligence suitable for the XXI century. However, there is a
gap between the possession of environmental knowledge and
displaying pro-environmental behaviors. In this regard, once
Stephen J. Gould wrote: “we cannot win this battle to save species
and environments without forging an emotional bond between
ourselves and Nature as well-for we will not fight to save what we
do not love” [38] (p.40). Biophilia is exactly our emotional bond
with Nature and being innate in children it can be the most solid
starting point to develop naturalist intelligence. Nevertheless,

The biophilic quality level of an environment can be assessed with the Biophilic Quality Index (BQI). For more details see [35].
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biophilia needs to be properly stimulated to nurture fascination
and affiliation with Nature [33]. The environmental education
task is exactly to “help” children to refine/sharpen their
sensitivity/awareness to the natural world [39], through the socalled agoghé, a training regulated by specific learning objectives
fitting child’s age and the reached level of naturalist intelligence.
However, beyond the ability to feel connected to Nature in all
Its forms, a naturalist intelligent child possesses also the ability
to recognize the setting that facilitates restoration from mental
fatigue due to school activities, i.e. the environment with the
“right” biophilic quality for him/her offering this opportunity.
Likewise our ancestors, when the naturalist intelligent child
recognizes the environments with high biophilic quality,
he increases the fitness for survival. In this way, perceived

restorativeness can be posited as a biophilic learning rule. If a
high sense of connection to Nature allows recognizing the most
biophilic and restorative environments, then feeling highly
connected to Nature could represent an evolutionary advantage
even for a modern child. The positive linear relation between
PR and CN (the two constructs of biophilia where NI origins)
which goes with the level of BQ (the objective restorative level
of an environment) [36] shows that to shape NI in children,
they need to attend a school environment where CN and PR
are continuously kept alive through e.g. the biophilic design
[40] Figure 2. The “restorative schoolroom” is turning out to be
the right place to host environmental education, because the
artificial indoor recalls the natural outdoor.

Figure 2: Pictures show the renovation of a regular classroom (rated low on the BQI) into a “restorative classroom” (rated high on the BQI).
The “restorative schoolroom” is the explorative in progress work of Barbiero et al. [40] at the primary school at Gressoney-La-Trinité, Italy.
Barbiero’s project is aimed to highlight the role of the physical environment in sustaining environmental education. Specifically, the picture
on the left depicts “the refuge” corner of the schoolroom where children can individually or in a small group benefit from a micro-restorative
experience [41] the immersion experience is helped by the “wave like” bookshelf, the presence of a green cushion on the floor and of a corkoak wall. The picture on the right depicts “the prospect corner”, here children standing or sitting down on steps can benefit from a different
perspective of the schoolroom [42] to foster in children the experience of observing the schoolroom from the “outside”, walls are covered by
cork-oak where at the center a green insert smelling of real grass is present (Photos: Nicola Maculan).

Concluding Remarks
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